
Sem título



His mother saw the rebellion, saw his son dying in
front of the entire city and decided to call her
girlfriend, his daughter and Jannie's son to protest
against all that. They went to the city hall and the
mayor's room and questioned why Jason died and he
did not know how to answer, and asked "and who are
you?". Taylor replied: “I am his mother and I must
also die because I do not like men, and this is my
wife” as she pointed to Jannie. The mayor, not
knowing what to do, got a revolver that he had on his
table and pointed to Taylor, but Jannie’s son was
faster and was already armed, then he killed the
mayor. And after that they created the law GB that
protects any person independent of the gender and as
the mayor was dead, they decided to create a statue in
honor of her son Jason.
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